Navigating e-Books

Online books bought by The Library for staff and students are in DiscoverEd.

- The ability to buy an e-book as an individual does not mean its publisher makes it available to buy by institutions, such as University libraries, for multiple readers.
- The places The Library is able to buy e-books is not always from the publisher website.

On records for books available to read online there is the location label **Online access** or **Full text available**.

![Cover of book]  
*Writing literature reviews: a guide for students of the social and behavioral sciences*  
José L. Galvan, Melissa Galvan  
New York: Routledge, Taylor & Francis; 2017

There are print copies of the first book shown.

- A book available both online and in print, could have DiscoverEd records for each format.
- Online books can be available from more than one supplier and each may have its own record.

Select/Click on **Online access**, **Full text available** or on the title to open the full DiscoverEd record which has, in the View Online section, the link(s) to the online copy(ies) The Library has been able to buy.

The View Online section also has information about:

- The options for downloading a copy to keep.  
  *In this example*, the online book can be “borrowed” by temporary download which expires after 24 hours.  
  There is no download limit on the book below.

- The number of people able to read an online copy all at the same time.  
  *In this example*, only three people can read the book online at any one time.  
  There is no simultaneous reader limit on the book above.

- Changes to large collections of e-books which provide online access to a title may explain problems of access.

- Extra requirements for reading a book online will also be given under the View Online links.

Entering your University login should provide full-text access to an online book. If there are problems with access, notes under the View Online links may help.
e-Book restrictions and problems

There may be a limit on the number of people allowed to read a book online all at the same time.

- If you get a message suggesting such a limit has been reached, try again later.
- If there is an alternative online supplier for the same title listed on its full DiscoverEd record, try it.

It is common for there to be restrictions on how much of an e-book can be copied, downloaded or printed.

- Restrictions are commonly a limit on copying, downloading or printing of up to 20% of the whole book.
- A tally of how much has been copied, printed or saved may be taken.
- From some suppliers you may have to “borrow” the book before printing or copying is available.

Downloading an entire e-book may come with a time limit, as if borrowing a print book

- Printing or copying text from the downloaded version may not be permitted.
- Specific software may be required, eg Adobe Digital Editions. Links to what is needed will be provided at the point of downloading.

The ability to open the downloaded version of a book automatically stops after the period available (or selected) has ended.
Publishers usually place fewer restrictions on any titles they publish which are available as online copies from their own platforms (websites).

- The quantity of the book which can be copied, downloaded or printed may be unrestricted.
- Many publishers do not sell online versions of their titles to institutional buyers, such as a University Library, other than through an intermediary platform like those pictured on the previous page.

Using a different web browser (Firefox, Chrome, etc) may prevent error messages appearing when using an e-book.

Log Out, Sign Out, Exit, Return or Return to Home or use any similar command when you have finished reading online.

- For e-books with a limit on the number of simultaneous online readers, doing this may make the book available to another reader sooner than any automatic timeout period being reached.

Investigate additional features on offer for a particular e-book.

Personal registration with the site may be necessary but such features can include:

- Narration of the text.
- Background page colours and other filters.
- Turning on accessibility features, either from the page or in Profile (etc) settings.
- Adding notes or annotations.
- Exporting citation details to reference management software.

Any copies, downloads or print outs are for personal study or research only and should not be sent to others or make available for others to read or download. Figures, diagrams, photos, illustrations, tables etc may need the permission of their creators for re-use. Copyright information: [www.ed.ac.uk/is/copyright](http://www.ed.ac.uk/is/copyright)

Help

Problems or access or general library related enquiries:
[EdHelp](mailto:EdHelp@ed.ac.uk)

For information on how to re-use the work of others in your own work, avoid plagiarism and correctly reference or cite the work of others:
[Referencing Library Subject Guide](http://libraryguides.ed.ac.uk/referencing/)

Library Subject Guides have information on library resources particularly relevant to an area of study and the contact details of the Academic Support Librarian who can best help those researching topics in those areas:
[Library Subject Guides with Academic Support Library contact details](http://libraryguides.ed.ac.uk/)
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